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Abstract

For semi-explicit DAE consisting of an ODE system coupled with an al
gebraic equation an analysis is given of the sensitivity of the problem with
respect to additive perturbations. In particular for index-l and index-2 DAE
conditioning constants are derived which show how an ill-conditioned prob
lem may be "close" to some higher index problem. This knowledge might
be employed to regularise problems. We also classify problems which are
"nearly singular", thus leading to ill-conditioning beyond repair.



1 Introduction

Both from a theoretical and a practical point of view, it is interesting to know how
sensitive a mathematical representation of a given problem is with respect to (small)
perturbations. In purely analytical terms this question is usually referred to as well
(or ill-)posedness. In the numerical literature one often prefers the terminology well
(or ill-)conditioning. For ordinary differential equations (ODE) these concepts have
been worked out extensively, both for initial value problems and for boundary value
problems; one may consult general references like [2]. For ODE subject to con
straints, Le. differential algebraic equations (DAE), this is only partially true, see
e.g. [12]. The problem at hand is also more difficult to describe. As is well known
(cf. [6,8,9]) there are various notions of index, which describes the degree of com
plexity of a DAE. For our purposes the differential index (cf. [9]) is quite appropri
ate. Here, a solution is described in terms of dependence on its initial values and
derivatives of a forcing function, up to the "index order". This is a straightforward
generalisation of the standard concept of continuous dependence on parameters no
tion met in ODE.

The purpose of this paper is to find realistic estimates for the stability constants
as are met in estimates for such solutions. As will become clear, the discrete (Le.
stepwise) notion of index is an analytical rather than a numerical tool. Indeed one
wonders what may happen numerically for DAE with an "index somewhere in be
tween", in particular whether a notion like "nearly index lJ" would help to clarify the
situation (just like we often use the terminology "nearly singular matrix"). In order
not to be overambitious we have settled for investigating linear two deck systems,
Le. DAE which typically read

X=Ax+By+p,

0= Cx+Dy+q,
(1.1)

where all coefficients may dependend on t. Here we let x(t) E /Rn, y(t) E /Rm.
As is well known this DAE has index 1 ifD is nonsingular. On the other hand, if

D = 0, but CB is nonsingular it has index 2. If D is singular, some of the variables
constituting y may be considered as index-1 variables whereas others are (at least)
index-2 variables. One may decompose further to find even higher order variables
if CB is singular.

In the next section we will give a straightforward stability estimation for the
simplest index-1 case and likewise in Section 3 for the index-2 case. In Section 4
we first analyse DAE with scalars instead of matrices to illustrate what actually hap
pens when an index one DAE is "close to" an index-2 DAE. This is then generalised
to the matrix case in Section 5. In Section 6 we analyse the index-2 matrix case
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which is close to a higher index problem. In Section 7 we shall illustrate a concept
of effective index and we show in Section 8 why a regularisation method, even for
a "formal index-I" problem can be benificial.

Finally we derive a result for DAE of constant coefficients which have a singular
pencil. This corresponds to a case where the effective index is infinite.

2 Stability constants for DAE of index-l

Consider the DAE

X =Ax+By+p,

0= Cx+Dy+q.

If D is nonsingular for all t, we can express y in terms of x and q through

x=u, y=-D-1Cu-D-1q.

Hence we find the underlying ODE (cf. [1])

x = (A - BD-1C)x + P - BD-1q =: Ax + g.

Clearly one only needs to specify x(O), say

x(O) = Xo.

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

Stability constants are induced by the fundamental solution of (2.3), X say, i.e.

X=AX ,

X(O) = I.

Hence we define

KI := SUPt>o IIX(t)II,
K2 := SUPt~O S~ IIX(t)X-I(s) II ds.

Here and in the sequel II .11 for a matrix or vector is some Holder norm. If we de
note the t-dependence explicitly, a quantity like x(t) will always denote a vector.
A vector function is denoted without an argument (if no confusion can occur) but
provided with (.). We shall denote an Lp function norm for x(.) by Ilx(.) II or Ilxllp.
Clearly KI and K2 in (2.6) are the result of taking some function norm (cf. [2]). We
now have

IIxll oo :5 Kllixoll +K211p-BD- 1qlloo,

IIYlloo :5 KI IID-1Clloollxoll + K2 IID-1Clloollp - BD-1qlloo

+ IID-1qlloo.
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Note that this estimate will grow unbounded if D is somewhere close to a singu
lar matrix. Yet, if D is zero we merely have a higher index problem, e.g. index 2
if CB is nonsingular. In the next section we reiterate the well known fact that the
latter type of DAE is still well-posed (in a Hadamard sense), so that (2.7) cannot be
meaningfull for nearly singular D.

3 Stability constants for DAE ofindex-2

The next relatively straightforward situation we discuss is the DAE

X =Ax+By+p,

0= Cx+q.

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

We now assume that CB is nonsingular, i.e. the index equals 2. Differentiating (3.1 a)
and using (3.1b) we obtain an expression ofy in terms ofx and the source functions,
VIZ.

y = _(CB)-I((C + CA)x+ Cp + q).

Substituting this in (3.1a) we hence obtain as an underlying ODE

x = ((I - P)A - p)x + (I - P)(p - (AF - F)q).

Here we have defined

F:=B(CB)-I,

P:=FC.

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

Note that P is a projector (cf. [7]). Actually, a more meaningful underlying ODE
can be found as follows. Define the state variable

z:= (I -P)x. (3.5)

This implies that z = x + Fq. Clearly Cz = O. Therefore, a consistent initial value
z(O) can be found as:

z(O) = Zo = (I - P(O))uo, for arbitrary Uo E /Rn
• (3.6)

This means that

x(O) = Xo = (I - P(O))uo - F(O)q(O),
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and therefore,

and

P(O)xo = -F(O)q(O)

(I - P(O))xo = (I - P(O))uo.

(3.8)

(3.9)

Hence, only the components (I - P(O))x(O) of the initial vector x(O) can be cho
sen arbitrarily. The DAE (3.1a),(3.lb) therefore has the following equivalent state
ordinary differential equation (ODE)

z= ((I - P)A - p)z + [I - P)(p - (AF - F)q) =: Az + (I - P)g. (3.10)

We remark that z does not depend on the derivative of q. Let the fundamental solu
tion matrix Z E /Rnxn of ODE (3.3) be defined by

Z=AZ,
Z(O) = I.

With (3.11 b), the solution of ODE (3.3) can be expressed as

(3.11a)

(3.l1b)

z[t) = Z(t)z(O) +LZ(t)Z-1 (s)(1 - P(s))g(s)ds. (3.12)

Since z = (I - P)z, we find from (3.12) that

z(t) = (I - P(t))Z(t){1 - P(O))uo +L(I - P(t))Z[t)Z-1 (s)(1 - P(s))g(s)ds.

(3.13)

For stability we only have to consider the growth behaviour in the subspace defined
by range(1 - Pl. We can prove the following

Lemma 3.1

(i). Z satisfies

P(t)Z(t) (I - prO)) = o.

(ii). The matrixfunction Z-I satisfies

p(O)Z-1 (t) (I - P(t)) = O.
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Proof

(i). Equation (3.11a) implies ft(PZ) = (P - PP)Z. Since P = PP + PP, it fol

lows that ft(PZ) = PPZ. Therefore, the matrix function PZ(I - P(O)) sat
isfies the differential equation iJ = PU, with U(O) = O. Hence, U(t) = O.

(ii). The matrix function Z-l satisfies the differential equation ft (Z-l) = -Z-l A.
Moreover,

~(Z-l [I - P)) = _Z-l A[I - P) - Z-lp
dt

= _Z-l ((I - P)A(I - P) - P(I - P) + p)

= _Z-l ((I - P)A[I - P) +PP)

= _Z-l (I - P) (All - P) +p).

Hence the matrix function p(O)Z-1 [t) (I - P(t)) satisfies the homogeneous
differential equation above, with p(O)Z-1 (0)(1 - P(O)) = O. As a conse
quence, P(O)Z-1 (t)(I - P(t)) = O.

o

Corollary 3.2

(i).

(I - P(t))Z(t)(I - P(O)) = Z(t)(I - P(O)),

(ii).

(I - P(O))Z-1 (t)(I - P(t)) = Z-l (t)(I - P(t)).

From Corollary 3.2 we deduce

(I - P(t))Z(t)Z-1 (s)(I - P(s)) = (I - P(t))Z(t)(I - P(O))Z-1 (s)(I - P(s))

=Z(t)(I - P(O))Z-1 (s)(I - P(s))

= Z(t)Z-1 (s)(I - P(s)). (3.14)

We can now define a "restricted" fundamental solution of (3.3) in:

Definition 3.3 W(t) = (I - P(t))Z(t)(I - P(O)), with W(O) = (I - P(O)).

For W+ see [7]; W+(t) = (I - P(O))Z-1 (t)(I - P(t)). We finally obtain
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Theorem 3.4 The solution z ofthe state equation (3.3) can be written as

z[t) = W(t)(1 - P(O))uo + LW(t)W+(s)(1 - P(s))g[s)ds. (3.15)

Proof Equation (3.11a) implies ft(PZ) = (P - PP)Z. Therefore, the matrix func
tion PZ(I - P[0)) satisfies the differential equation iJ = PD, with U(0) = O. Hence,

D( t) = O. Since Z satisfies Z = AZ, he matrix function W satisfies W= Aw. 0

From (3.15), we deduce the following estimates for the growth behaviour of z and
x, i.e.

IIzlloo ::;1<1 11(I-P(Ol)xoll (3.16)

+1<2(11[I-P)pII00 + 11(I-P)AFqlloo + 11[I-P)Fqlloo) (3.17)

and

Ilxli oo ::; 1<1 (II (I - P(O))xoll + IIF(O)q(O) II) (3.18)

+ 1<2 (II (I - P)plloo + II (I - P)AFqlloo + II (I - P)Fqlloo) (3.19)

+ IIFqlloo, (3.20)

respectively, where the conditioning constants are defined as

1<1 :=sup{IIW[t)II,tEI}, and,

1<2 := sup{[J~ IIW(t)W+(s) lids], t E f}.
(3.21)

Hence, from (3.2)

IIYlloo ::; II(CB)-llloo((II Clloo + IICAlloo)llxll oo + IICplioo + Ilqlloo)' (3.22)

Again, if CB is nearly singular these estimates are no longer meaningful.

4 A scalar 'ill-conditioned' index-l case

In Section 2 we saw that the index-1 estimates exhibit ill-conditioning if the ma
trix D is nearly singular. However, this is not sustained for a limiting case where
D = O. In the latter situation we now will show that the index-2 problem may still
be regarded as well conditioned, provided some quantities like II (CB) -III 00 are not
large.

In this section we shall give an explanation of this phenomenon for a DAE where
all matrices involved are scalar and constant. So consider

i =ax+by+ p,

O=cx+dy+q,
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(4.2)

where d =J O. For this simple system the governing state ODE reads

i = (a - bd-1c)x + p - bd-1q,

=ax+ p,

where aand p are defined similarly to A and p, respectively. The corresponding
solution reads

x(t) = eiitx(O) +I l/(t-r) p(r)dr.

Let d = e, (e 10), and note that

Lell(t-r) be- I q( r) dr = -a- I (be- 1q(t) - elltbC I q(O))

+a-ILii(t-r) be- 14( r) dr.

Assume that /cbl is bounded away from zero. Using (4.4) in (4.3), we obtain

x(t) = l/tx(O) +Ll/(t-r) p[r)dr

- ~ (1 + ~e + (9 (e2))(q( t) - elltq(O) -It ell(t-r) 4( r) dr).
e be 0

+ (9(e2).

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

The growth behaviour of x is therefore characterized by the following estimate

Ix(t)1 :s Kllx(O)1 + eK2 max Ip( r)1
O.::::rg

+ _111 (1 + Iba Ie + (9(e2))( max Iq( r)1 +Kllq(O)1 + eK2 max 14( r)l)
c e O.::::rg O.::::rg

(4.6)

where the constant K[ is defined like in (2.6), i.e.

Kl := max e(a-be-
1
elt.

Og.::::T
(4.7)

The conditioning constant K2 (cf. (2.6» can be seen to be of order of magnitude e.
For that reason a more useful quantity is K2, defined by

J
t -1

K2 := d- I max e(a-bd e)(t-r) dr.
O.::::t.::::T 0

It can easily be seen that K2 is an (9 (1) constant since d = e (e 10).
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(4.9)

(4.11)

(4.10)

(4.12)

(4.14)

(4.15)

Remark 4.1 (4.5) shows that x exhibits initial layer behaviour if d = e, e small.
Furthermore, it shows that x effectively depends on q only for e, e small.

From equation (4.1) we find that y satisfies

y = -d-1ex-d-1q.

Substitution of (4.3) gives

y = -d-1ee'7!x(0) -d-1e I~ eii(t-r) p(r)dr -d-1q(t).

For d = e, e small, partial integration yields

y(t) = -&-l ee'7!x(O) - &-Iq(t) - &-I e I~ e,I(t-r) p( r) dr

&-I e _
- -_- (b&-I q(t) - eatb&-I q(O))

a

&-leIt -+ -_- ea(t-rlbC1q(r) dr.
a 0

First order expansion in & results in

y(t) ~ eiit (y(O) - q(O)(:e + (')(&))) - &-I eI~ ii(t-r) p( r) dr

+ (!!...- + (')(&))q(t) - &-1 (1 +!!...-& + (')(&2)) r
t
eii(t-r1q (r)dr.

be be Jo
So, the algebraic variable y can be bounded as follows

ly(t)1 SKI (IY(O)I + Iq(O)1 (I :e 1+ (') [c))) + IclK2 O~~~t Ip( r)1

+ (I :e 1+ (')(&)) o~~~t lq( r)1 + (l + I:e I&+ (')(&2 ))K2 O~~t Iq( r)1

(& 10).
(4.13)

For d bounded away from zero, K2 and K2 are quite similar (as dK2 = K2), the solu
tion x (cf. (4.3» then can be estimated as

Ix(t)l S Kllx(OJI + K2 max Ip( r)1 + K2lbld-1
1 max Iq( r)l.

O~r~t O~r~t

For the algebraic variable y, we find from (4.10)

ly(t)1 S Klld-1ellx(0)1 +K2Id-1cl max Ip(r)1
O~r9

+ K2Id- 1ellbd-1I max Iq(r)l+ld-11 max Iq(r)l.
O~r~t O~r~t
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5 Conditioning of index-l problems where D = cI

The estimate (4.13) shows that y has a layer when d = e, (e ~ 0) (and !(cb)-II
is not large). Moreover, y effectively depends on q in such a situation; of course,
this is reasonable since it resembles an index-2 case. We may also refer to papers
like [13] where this sort of ill-conditioning was also noted. We shall now consider
the more general matrix situation, where D = cI (thus being an extreme form of a
"nearly singular matrix" D). So let

X =Ax+By+p,

0= Cx+Dy+q.

Recalling (2.3) we see that the system (2.3), where

A:=A-e-IBC,

(5.1)

(5.2)

induces a fundamental solution of the underlying equation, which is apparently stiff

if e ~ O. We now assume that CB is nonsingular. Then it is no restriction to also
assume that B has the form

B II (t) E /Rm
2

nonsingular. (5.3)

Hence the underlying equation itself is a two deck system with m fast and n - m
slow components, say XI and X2 respectively, where the homogeneous part reads

eXl = (cAll -BIlClz)XI + (eA 12 -BIlC12)X2

X2 = eA21xI + eA22x2.
(5.4)

Here A has been partitioned in blocks commensurating with XI, X2 (A II (t) E /Rm
2

,

etc.), C II (t) E /Rm
2

, C I2 (t) E /Rmx(n-m). For a relationship between DAE and sin

gularly perturbed problems see e.g. [10]. Using a Riccati transformation, cf. [2],
one can easily see that (5.4) can be transformed into a decoup1ed system with m
fast and n - m slow modes. The latter actually do not playa role (they vanish in a
regular way when e ~ 0). Hence we conclude that it is not restrictive for our analy
sis to let m = n, which in tum is a straightforwared generalisation of the scalar case
dealt with in Section 4. Hence we shall consider the underlying ODE

(5.5a)

The variable y then follows from

(5.5b)
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From (5.5a) we see that if II (BC)-III is uniformly bounded, the matrix £-1 BC es
sentially determines the growth properties of the modes. Now assume, for some
K2, a> 0

f
t a

exp[- (-£-IB(r)C(r))dr::: K2exp[-(s-t)].
s £

This merely expresses exponential decay. We now have

(5.6)

Property 5.1 Let II (CB)-III, IIAII be uniformly bounded and let (5.6) hold. Then
K2 := £-1 K2 is uniformly bounded in £.

Proof For £ small enough we see that

One should note that II (CB)-lll bounded, implies the same for II (Bq-III. Hence
C1IlX(t)X- 1(s) II::: K2[1- exp( -~t)J. 0

Theorem 5.2 Under the assumptions ofProperty 5.1 the following estimates hold
to first order in £

Ilxll ::: Klllx(O)11 +K211pll + (l +KdIIBIIII(CB)-'llqll +K2(K31Iqll + 11(11),

I!YII ::: KIIIClIII (C(Olr'IIIIY(O) II + K211C1lllpll + K211CII (K311qll + liB II II (CB)-'1111411).

Proof From (5.1), (5.2) we find

x(t) = X(t)x(O) + tX(t)X- 1(s)[p(sl - £-IB(s)q(s)] ds

=: X(t)x(O) + f~ X(t)X- 1(s)p(s) ds + I(t).

Now we remark that
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Hence,

I(t) = &-IX(t) J~ ~ [X-I(s)]A-I (s)B(s)q(s) ds

= &-1 A-I (t)B(t)q(t) _ &-1 X(t)A-I (O)B(O)q(O)

- &-1 X(t) It X-I (s) {[~ (A-I (s)B(s)) ]q(s) + A-I (s)B(s lq(s)} ds.
o ds

Since &-1 A-I = (BC}-I (I - &A(BC}-I) and (BC}-IB = B(CB)-I, we find ne
glecting (9 (&) terms

11111 :::: IIB(CB)-lllllqll + KIIIB(O)(C(O)B(O)rlllllq(OJ II

+K2(K31Iqll + IIB(CB)-lllllqll).

From this the estimate for x follows.
For y we obtain (cf. (2.2»

y(t) = _&-1 C(t)x(t) - &-Iq(t).

Now we remark that

_&-1 CA-IB ~ C(BC}-I (I + s(BC}-1 A)B

~ C(BC}-IB = CB(CB)-I = I.

(Here we have neglected terms of order c). Hence we see that the second term in
y(t) is approximately cancelled by the first term arising from the contribution of I
in x(t). In summary we thus have, neglecting higher order terms,

y(t) ~ _&-1 [C(t)X(t)x(O) + Crt)LX(t)X- 1(s)p(s) ds]

- &-1 C(t)X[t) (B(O)C(O)rIB(O)q( 0)

- &-2C(t)X(t) Jt X-I (s){[~(A-1 (s)B(s))]q(s) + A-I (s)B(s)q(s)} ds
o ds

One should note that the &-2 factor for the last integral is in fact moderated by a
factor from A-I. Its actual value is controlled by the fast fundamental solutions,
giving an (9( 1) contribution after integration. Using the fact that

y(O) = _&-1 [C(O)x(O) + q(O)]

= -&-IC(O)[x(O) + (B(O)C(O)rIB(O)q(O)]

the result trivially follows. Note that CB and BC have the same eigenvalues. Hence,
the condition that II (CB) -III is reasonably bounded assures that all solutions of the
underlying ODE are fast indeed. D
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6 Conditioning ofindex-2 problems where CB = 81

Like in the index-1 case we can study the conditioning constants for the index-2
problems. In Section 3 we have derived an underlying ODE (essential underlying
ODE, ct. [1]) for z rather than for x. We first remark that we now have to require
m < n if CB = d. Indeed for if m = n we have BC = CB and so P = 1 (ct. (3.4b»
for constant C, B. Hence z = x = -F(O)q(O) is constant and we find

y = B-1AB(O)(C(O)B(O)rlq(O) - B-Ip - (CB)q. (6.1)

If e.g. B = d and C = 1we see that y is not uniformly bounded in t; and instability
would occur. We return to this problem in Section 9. Hence m < n

Turning now to (3.3) we derive

x= [(I - P)A - FCJx + (I - P)p - Fq

=Ax+g.
(6.2)

Here we have used clBCx = -cl Eq.
One should note that the system matrix Ais precisely the one encountered in (3.10)

for the restricted variable z. As may be deduced from the analysis of the previous
section the fact that the matrices A, B, etc., are varying is of minor importance. The
same applies here too, unless IIPII is large compared to II (I - P)AII. This case needs
further research which is not carried out here. Hence we shall restrict ourselves to
constant coefficient problems, implying P = 0, 1r (Fq) = t;-l Bq. Since we may
transform the variable x in (6.2) such that P (in fact B) has zeros in the last n - m
rows, we see that (6.2) is in fact a two deck system with m fast and n - m slow
modes, not much different from (5.4) with C replaced by CA. In principle we can
decouple (6.2) by e.g. Riccati transformation. As a consequence the slow modes
can be found separately, after which we end up with an m-th order system having
fast modes only. The essential part of the analysis is therefore greatly simplified by
considering the m-th order "underlying ODE"

where B, C E IRm2
• For the variable y we moreover have (cf. (3.2»

y = _t;-I (CAx+ Cp +q).

We can now simly apply Theorem 5.2 to obtain

13
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Theorem 6.1 For (6.3a), (6.3b) the following estimates hold

Ilxll ::::Klllx(O)1I + +((1 + KI )IIBIIIUCAB)-IIIIIClI +Kz(1 + K311C11))llpll

d
((1 +KdIIBIIII(CAB)-111 + KZ K3)lIqll +Kzlldt(CpJII +Kzlltill,

IIYII ::::KIIICAIIII(CAJ- Illlly(O)1I + II CA II{Kz +KzK3}(IICllllpll + IIqll)

+ KzllCAlll1 (CAB)-III {II :t (Cp) II + lltill}.

Proof For deriving the estimate one should replace the matrix C(t) in the proof
of Theorem 5.2 by CA and q by Cp + q. The estimate for x follows from identi
fying (6.3a) with (5.4) noting that (BCA)-IB = B(CAB)-I. For y we obtain in
particular

y(t) === -c-ICAX(t)(CArly(O) -c-ICALX(t)X-I(s)(Cp(s) +q(sJ)ds

+CALX(t)X-I[sH:t(cB[CAB)-I){CP+q}

d
+ B[CABJ- I(dt [Cp[s)) + q(s)] ds.

From which the second estimate more specifically follows.

7 The effective index; effect of errors

o

(7.1)

As we already saw in the analysis of Sections 5 and 6, an underlying state equation
may be a two deck system itself, thus inducing a further reduction to isolate the
fast solutions. We may continue this process for nearly singular CAB, etc., which
we omit, however. From such a decoupling into fast and slow modes we see that
the notion of index belongs to a variable, rather than to a problem (the index of
the problem is then the highest index a variable may have). More than that, since
this index notion is strongly depending on invertibility of some matrix (function)
it is obvious that the conditioning of the latter matrix must determine whether the
effective index is at least one higher.

A practical quantification of this notion should be related to a natural threshold
for the problem, like inherent errors (data errors or rounding errors) or discretisation
errors. We will illustrate this problem by analyzing the iteration matrix of e.g. Euler
Backward (or any other BDF method, cf. also [3]). Consider the DAE

x=Ax+By+p,

0= Cx+Dy+q,

14



The iteration matrix will be of the following form

._ [I -hA -hB]
Jl'- CD' (7.2)

where h is the time step. The inverse ofJ I can be computed through LV-decomposition,
i.e.

[ I 0] [I -hA -hB ]
JI =LU:= C(I-hA)-1 I 0 hC(I-hA)-IB+D' (7.3)

For U-I we need the inverse of the matrix hC(1 - hA)-IB + D.
Let us first assume that the matrix D is such that liD-III is moderate. Then we

find

This implies that

(7.5)

Notice the important role of the matrices D-IC and A - BD-IC in the equation

above. Hence, rounding errors proportional to the machine constant ry will be in
troduced both in x and in y, while solving this linear system. This means that such
a DAE behaves as well conditioned as an ODE. Here and in the sequel the latter
notion has to be understood in an absolute (i.e. not relative) sense. If, on the other
hand, II D-11I is not small, problems arise. If we take D = cI, (E' --1 0), then we find
for small fixed h that

(hC(1 - hA)-IB + Dr l = h- I (CB)-I (I - hCAB(CB)-I)

+ (') (h) + (') (E' / h2
), (E' --1 0),

assuming (CB) -I is bounded. We thus find to first order in E'

(7.6)

-I . [ (I-PHI+hA(I-P))
J I = -h-I (CB)-IC(I + hA(1 - P))

(l+h(I-P)A)B(CB)-1 ]
h-I (CB)-I (I - hCAB(CB)-I) ,

(7.7)

where the projector P is defined by P := B (CB)-I C. This implies that rounding er
rors proportional to ry and ryh- I may be introduced in the variables x and y, respec
tively. Let us now assume that the (approximate) variables have a moderate norm,
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so that absolute and relative errors are qualitatively the same. Hence, we shall con
sider absolute "machine" rounding errors 8 rather than relative rounding errors 1]

in our examples. The matrix J"11(cf. (7.7)) shows of course the ill-posedness, due
to differentiation of the forcing function, of an index one DAE which is close to a
DAE of higher index.

For the index two system

X =Ax+By+p,

o=Cx+q,

where CB is nonsingular, the resulting iteration matrix equals

._ [I-hA -hB]
J2'- CO'

(7.8)

(7.9)

Performing LU-decomposition we find a similar expression as in (7.3), but with
D = O. When the matrix CB is well-conditioned and bounded away from zero the
inverse of J2 is equal to J"11 (£ --+ 0) (cf. (7.7)). This means that the numerical so
lution of the index one DAE (7.1) behaves like a solution of the associated index
two DAE (7.8). Rounding errors proportional to 1] and 1]h-1 are introduced in the
variables x and y, respectively. This shows the ill-conditioning of a higher index
DAE.

However, for CB = d (£ --+ 0), (hC(1 - hA) -IBr 1has to be computed. For
small fixed h we find that

(hC(1 - hA)-IBrl = h-2 (CAB)-1 (I - hCA2B(CAB)-I)

+ (') (l ) + (') (£/ h3
), (£ --+ 0),

when the matrix (CAB)-I is bounded. Hence, to first order

(7.10)

(7.11)

implying that rounding errors proportional to 1]h-1 and 1]h-2 are introduced in the
variables x and y, respectively. Note that when CB = 0 in the DAE (7.8), discretiz
ing this DAE results in the same iteration matrix (cf. (7.11)). This implies that, also
numerically, the solution of the index two DAE is close to the solution of the asso
ciated index three DAE, i.e. CB = 0 in (7.8) (see also Section 6, where the ana
logue has been shown for the exact solution). If the matrix D is ill-conditioned and
CB = 0 in the DAE (7.1) then the inverse of the resulting iteration matrix hJ1 also
results in (7.11) and the index one DAE (7.1) is numerically close to an index three
DAE.
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Now consider D + hC(I - hA)-1 B. For small h this matrix can be written as

Suppose that both D and its inverse have a norm of moderate size, then

On the other hand if the matrix D is almost singular, say D = cD, for simplicity,
with liD-III ~ 1, and II (CB)-III :5 M for a constant M of moderate size, then

Then it is immediately obvious that

where In is the highest effective index of any of the variables. So, the conditioning
of the iteration matrix is practically determined by the highest effective index of any
variable.

Example 7.1 Consider the index one DAE

x=-y+sint,

o=x-ey-cost,

subject to the initial condition x(O) = 2. On the interval [0, 10-3 ] we obtain from
discretization with Euler backward Table 7.1, where the errors ex := Ix( tn ) - Xn I,
ey := Iy[tn) - Ynl and drift:= IXn - eYn - costnl, I.e. the deviation from the con
straint, for nh = T = 10-3 . In order to show the influence of the rounding errors
we introduce artificial absolute rounding errors 8, say, with 8 E [4 . 10-5 , 6 . 10-5],

into the system: e is taken equal to 10-6. It is obvious that errors proportional to
8 are introduced into the state variable x. Note that from the first three rows of Ta
ble 7.1 it appears that the numerical approximation of the algebraic variable y has
errors proportional to 8h-1• In the last three rows, however, the resulting errors are
proportional to 8e-1 as is explained above. 0

Example 7.2 Consider the DAE of index two, which is the DAE of Example 7.1
with e = 0

x=-y+sint,

o=x-cost,
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h ex ey drift
10-4 0.49.10-4 0.75 . 10-1 0.49.10-4

10-5 0.55.10-4 0.13 . 10° 0.55 .10-4

10-6 0.54.10-4 0.14.101 0.54.10-4

10-7 0.55.10-4 0.30.101 0.58.10-4

10-8 0.55.10-4 0.10 . 10° 0.56.10-4

10-9 0.55.10-4 0.35 .101 0.58.10-4

Table 7.1: Results for the nearly index two DAE of Example 7.2 showing the h- I

effect in the algebraic variable y.

subject to the initial condition x(O) = 1, y(O) = O. This DAE has the solution
x( t) = cos t, y( t) = 2 sin t. Introducing artificial errors 8 E [4 . 10-5, 6 . 10-5], into
the system shows the influence of the rounding errors. On the interval [0,10-3 ]

we obtain from discretization with Euler backward the following table, where we
use the following definitions for the errors: ex := Ix(tn) - xnl, ey := Iy(tn) - Ynl
and drift:= IXn - costnl, i.e. the deviation from the constraint, for nh = T = 10-3 .

Table 7.2 shows that errors proportional to 8 appear in the state variable x whereas

h ex ey drift
10-4 0.54.10-4 0.57.10-2 0.54.10-4

10-5 0.60.10-4 0.62.10° 0.60.10-4

10-6 0.51 . 10-4 0.44.10° 0.51 . 10-4

10-7 0.59.10-4 0.72 . 101 0.59.10-4

10-8 0.54.10-4 0.20.103 0.54.10-4

10-9 0.58.10-4 0.11 . 105 0.58.10-4

Table 7.2: Results for the index two index one DAE of Example 7.1 showing the
h- I effect in the algebraic variable y.

errors proportional to 8h- 1 are introduced into the algebraic variable y. D

These examples show that effective index depends on tresholds, like accuracy (or
timestep). The index 1 problem in Example 7.1 behaves like an index 2 problem
until h ~ s, after which it is just an index 1 problem with stability constant c 1 (s
fixed).
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8 Stabilization of DAE

There exists a number of methods to stabilize higher index problems. One is based
on the introduction of additional Lagrange multipliers, cf. [5,14]. For instance the
DAE

x =Ax+By+p,

0= Cx+Dy+q,

is replaced by

x= Ax + By + L/-t + p,

0= Cx+Dy+q,

o= CAx + CBy + Cp + q,

where CL should be well conditioned. For the iteration matrix we obtain

(8.1)

(8.2)

[

I-hA
J= C

hCA

and hence to first order in E;

-hB
D

hCB+D

-hL]o ,
o

L(CL)-I
_(CB)-ICAL(CL)-I

h- I (CL)-I

Note that the third block column of the above matrix is scaled by a factor h- I
, which

arises from differentiating y in (8.2); this factor will not cause any problems, since
the matrix J- 1 operates on a right-hand side vector with a factor h appearing in the
corresponding third row. Hence, in the thus stabilized system errors proportional to
1] will appear in the approximation of the variables x and y, whereas errors propor
tional to 1]h-1 will appear in the newly defined variable /-t.

If the matrix D is well-conditioned, one can show that

-L(CL)-I ]
D-1

-h- I (CL)-I '

and the conditioning of the DAE will be the same as before for the index one vari
ables, whereas the index two variable fJ.- has a conditioning constant C) (h- I ). The
second row ofJ- 1 shows that errors proportional to 1]h are introduced in well-conditioned
algebraic variables. Combining these two results shows that, whenever the matrix
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D is ill-conditioned, one may stabilize without making any factorizations of D in
order to determine the effective index of any of the variables. Hence, we have con
structed a method to cheaply improve the conditioning of an index one DAE, which
contains variables that are effectively of higher index.

Example 8.1 Consider an index one DAE (8.1), with

[
-2 1]

A= 0 l'

andD= [~ ~l
where pdt) =qdt) =tj2+sint, P2(t) =t+2cost, andq2 =cost-sint.

The reduced DAE (i.e. to = 0) has the solution

xdt) = -q2 (t), X2 (t) = X2 (0) exp( -t), (8.3)

YI(t) =x2(0)exp(-t)-tj2-cost, andY2(t) =2sint. (8.4)

For to approaching to zero, the algebraic variable Y2 behaves effectively like an index
two variable, whereas YI is an index one variable. According to Section 7 round
ing errors proportional to h- I are introduced in the numerical approximation of
y due to the ill-conditioning of the iteration matrix. Let us choose initial values
XI = 2 and X2 = O. Using the stabilized form (8.2) we obtain from discretization
with Euler backward on the interval I = [0, 10-3] the result of Table 8.3. Here
the errors are ex; := IXi(tn) - xi,nl, eYi := IYi(tn) - Yi,nl, i = (1,2), and the drift is
defined as drift := ,,( Cx + Dy + q)n 1100, i.e. the deviation from the constraint, for
nh = T = 10-3 . Introducing artificial errors 8 E [4 . 10-5 ,6 . 10-5] in the system
shows the influence of the rounding errors, when to = 10-6 . 0

9 (Nearly) singular pencils

The problem of the effective index of a DAE or a variable is closely related to de
tecting a near singularity in a coefficient matrix. Numerically this should be done
by determining singular values (cf. [7]). If a singular value is small we may replace
it by zero for theoretical purposes and differentiate the relevant part of the constraint
as in a higher index case. If an entire coefficient matrix is zero we thus have

(i). index 2, if D = 0,

(ii). index 3, if CB = O.
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h ex, eX2 ey, eY2 drift
10-4 0.55.10-4 0.99.10-4 0.39.10-8 0.12.10-3 0.55.10-4

10-5 0.60.10-4 0.11 . 10-3 0.50.10-7 0.13 .10-3 0.60.10-4

10-6 0.49.10-4 0.90.10-4 0.54.10-7 0.12. 10-3 0.49.10-4

10-7 0.56.10-4 0.11 .10-3 0.55 .10-7 0.11 . 10-3 0.56.10-4

10-8 0.58.10-4 0.11 .10-3 0.55.10-7 0.11 .10-3 0.58.10-4

10-9 0.58.10-4 0.12. 10-3 0.55.10-7 0.11 . 10-3 0.59.10-4

Table 8.3: Results for the nearly index two index one DAE of Example 8.1 showing
that the stabilization method can circumvent the h-1 effect in the algebraic variable

Y2·

Differentiating once more we see that we should investigate, at least for constant
coefficients, the singularity of

CAB. (9.1)

If the latter matrix is singular we clearly have index 4. In general it is the singularity
of the matrix

(9.2)

which may decide for at least index i + 3. We remark that there exists a program
GELDA [11] determining the actual index numerically. The extreme situation where
i ---1 00 is now shown to be equivalent to the matrix pencil being singular. Defining

EA '= [In 0].
. 0 0 '

A [A B]A:= CD' (9.3)

we recall the notion of the matrix pencil (E, A) (cf. [4,7]). The matrix pencil (E, A)
is called singular if A- AE is singular for all values of A; otherwise it is called
regular.

We first prove a simple lemma.

Lemma 9.1 If the matrix pencil (E, A) is singular, then D is singular.

Proof Apparently for any A there exists a vector (~) such that

Ax+By = AX,

Cx+Dy =0.
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If D were nonsingular we could write

[A -BD-IC]x = Ax.

This is a "regular" eigenvalue problem, which makes sense for a finite number (:s n)
of values A only. For any other value of A we must have x = 0, whence y = 0; this
is, however, excluded, thus leading to a contradiction. Hence D must be singular.

o
We now come to the main result.

Theorem 9.2 The matrix pencil (E, A) is singular iff for some Z E /Rm, zTD = 0
and zTCAiB = Ofor all i.

Proof According to Lemma 9.1 it is not restrictive to assume that C and D have
the following form:

C = [~~] , D = [~] , CI E /RPXll, Cz E /R(m-p1xll, DE /R(m-p)xm,

where Dz has full row rank, i.e. p (~ 1), is the geometric multiplicity of eigen
vectors belonging to the eigenvalue O. (Note that such a form can always be ob
tained by a similarity transformation [b T?..l ] [~ g] [6 ~] for some T.) Actually
we may even assume that Dz = [OIDzz]' where Dzz E /R(m-p)x(m-p) is nonsin
gular. The special form of D implies a projection, PI say, with PID = D. Then

QI := I - PI = [~ gJ E /R
m2

. By assumption QI is not trivial (p ~ 1).

We now show the "only if'. Given a A, there exists some nontrivial vector [~] =j:. 0
with [A - AE] [~] = O. Hence with 1'1 := [Q~C ?], we obtain

Applying Lemma 9.1 to the latter system we conclude that [ ~~Jmust be singular.

Hence for some projection Pz we have Pz [~~J= [~~ J. Due to the fact that Dz

has full rank, we realize that Pz := [~ ?J. where Pz E /Rp2 (and of rank ~ 1).

- - A [I OJDefine Qz := I - Pz and Tz:= Q2 C l I . Then

[

A- AI
t,t, [A - At] [;] = Q2~;A2
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In general we can thus find a sequence of nontrivial projection matrices Qi, with
rank(Qd =: Pi::: 1, such that (Qi" ·Q2CIAiB) has rank::: 1. In particular this
implies that for some z E /Rm and for all i zTCAiB = O. From the construction it
trivially follows that zTD = O.
Next we prove the "if'. So let D be as above and ZTClAiB = 0 for some z E /Rm

and all i. First we consider the case that A 1:- S(A), Ai- °(S(A) is the spectrum of
- 1A). Let A:= IA. Then

k = (A - I) [Ai- I + ... + I] + I.

Defining the characteristic polynomial of A as 1/JA (f.L) := L:~oai f.Li, we thus de
duce

Since 1 1:- S(A), we thus find

whence

This then can be used to see that the matrix

is singular (premultiply by (zT, 0, ... ,0». So there exists a nontrivial vectory such
that

[-C(A-H)-lB +D]Y = O.

Upon substituting x := -(A - H)-IBy, we see that

If A 1:- S(A) but A = 0 we can obtain more directly that ZTCIA-IB = 0 and a similar
proof follows.
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Now let A E S(A), A i= o. In this case is not restrictive to assume that A = [)..6' ~],
where s is the geometric multiplicity of A. Partition C I = [clllcn ], where C II con
tains s columns. Then for A:= ±A and K := ±K we have

Hence with B = [:~ ] (B I having s rows)

Using the characteristic polynomial1/Jf{ with 1/Jf{ (l ) i= 0 and 1/Jf{ (K) = 0 we obtain

zTC12lK- I)-IBz = 0 = zTCdK- AJ)-IBz.

As a consequence

If C I denotes the first s columns of C, then we conclude therefore that either C I or
B I is a singular square matrix if s = m. We may rewrite the matrix (A - AE) as

OBI]K-AI Bz
Cz D

and partition [~] = [¥ ].

Note thatB I E IRsxm , C I E IRmxs . If s > m, we can always find a nontrivial vector
XI E IRs with CIXI = 0, XI i= O. Hence

If s = m and C I is singular we can proceed as before. If s = m and only B I is singu
lar as well as for the case s < m we can consider row vectors and left multiplication
to show singularity.
Finally if A E S(A), A = 0 we can shorten the beginning of the proof as we did for
the case A ~ S(A). 0

We remark that it follows from Theorem 9.2 that CAiB is singularfor all i, if the
pencil (E, A) is singular. The result in this theorem is slightly stronger, however. To
show the mechanism ofA producing a non singular lower right block in the updating
process eventually, consider the next example.
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Example 9.3 Consider a DAE where

A=[~ ~] B=[~] C=[O 1] andD=O. (9.4)

Then CB = 0, but CAB = 1, whence the index is 3. The fact that CAiB = 0 for
all even values of i, is of no importance in this example. D

Next consider a nearly singular problem.

Example 9.4 Consider a DAE where

[-1 -01]A= 0

The solution reads.

B = [~] C=[o 1] and D =£. (9.5)

x(t) = [e~t (1 +£-li(e-
t
-O]X(O) _£-1I [e-~-S)]q(S)dS

It [e-(t-S) (l + £-1 )(e-(t-sl -0]
+ 0 1 p[s)ds,

o

y(t) = _£-1 X2(0) - £-1I p[s)ds - £-Iq(t).

Since there is no fast decaying integrating function under the integral sign, practical
integration does not work to "remove" the stability constants which are of (') (£-1 ).
It is simple to see thatdet(A -AE) = -c(J.... + 1)2. Hence, we have a singularpencil
for £ = O. For £ = 0 we clearly also have CAiB = 0 'Vi E IN. It is obvious that the
stability constants are of order (') (c I) for x as well as for y, however often we apply
partial integration. []
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